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Roumanians Are Anxious to Have War Declared on Germany

MEXICO
RIVAL MILITARY LEADERS, IT IS
DECLARED, WILL NOT BE
RECONCILED

or

npFIwnP
OUIjI 1 1

IN

ur

VILLA WGULD BE THE

CHIEF

ZAPATA AND OTHERS OBJECT TO
HIS SHOWING OF DESPOTIC SPIRIT

THOUGH BEIN G DRIVEN SLOWLY T
BATTLE OF NACO

NORTHERN BOUNDARY 0 F FRANCE, DEL VER SAVAGE ATTACKS UPON THE
ALLIES,

AND

RESULT

LOSS OF LIFE IS

GREAT IN RIVAL

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

TEUTONS' NEXT MOVE WILL BE

WITH THE FLEET, IS PREDICTED
"First, On our left wing, the violent
London, Oct. 3. Unusual activity
which has been progressing
action
the
of
in the publicity departments
German and Austrian army headquar- since yesterday continues without inters has furnished an account of the terruption, particularly In the region
results of current battles differing so of Roye, where we have repulsed all
.radically from,tb,ose from the camps attacks, although on this,, part of the
of their opponents as to render the front the enemy has been reinforced"
widely divergent statements irrecon- by new additions taken from the
center as has been previously
cilable.
Aisne
the
of
reported.
to
battle
the
In regard
"Second, On the center, nothing is
there is only a single point on which
the French and German reports agree, to be noted from Rheims to the Ar
and that is that General von Kluck gonne region. In the Argonne district
still is going northward, though at a the Sixteenth German corps (the army
snail's pace, and that he Is so power- of the crown prince) which had
ful that General Joffre has been oblig- attempted to slip by through the
ed to admit that the German com- woods of Grurle, has been driven back
mander has been able to make a tow ard the north of the Varennes La.
French detachment debouching from Harazzee Viennes LaVille line.
"In the Woevre district and on the
rras fall back.
of the Meuse our progress alheights
Further south. In the neighborhood
has
been slow but It is conways
German
the
to
or Roye, according
tiguous.
staff, the French have been dislodged
"In the Belgian field the Germans
from, their positions, but the French
are
Gerall
the
bombarding the front southeast
that
communique declares
man assaults there were shattered. of the Antwerp position without beable yet to produce any considerAgain, the Germans assert they ing
able
effect on the works. They have
and
southward
their
have rought
way
attacks
infantry
have made substantial .f advance in delivered many
'j
the Argonne district, and the French which .have been repulsed.
counter this by claiming to have made
"In the Russian field of operations
progress there; while on the Tar east- a strong German army of four corps
ern end or the line, around the River hps taken positions between the fronMeuse, the French claim to have driv- tier of east Prussia and the River
en the last Germans back across the Niemen.
Its left wing has been
river and the invaders say they have thrown back on Marlampol and Suwal-ki- .
At the center the city ' or Agus- repelled all attacks of the French in
furtcvo has been taken by the Russians.
that quarter. Each side, thus, is
On the German right wing the Strug- nished the news it wants to hear.
The first Austrian staff report, glo continues around OF"ovitz (bewith any details, Issued by Field Mar- tween Lyck and Bielostoii.)'
"In Galicia the rear ' guard or the
shal Potiorek, gives flat denial to the
Servians' vivid stories of victory, but Austrians has retreated in disorder
it is only fair to say that the Serbes as Tar as the Vistula.
"In Bosnia Servian and Montenegrin
arc equally emphatic in giving the
coliamns are advancing on Sarajevo."
lie to the Austrian claims.
According to Field Marshal PotioFlank Movement Defeated
rek, the process of clearing up the
Servian litter in the province of BosBerlin, Oct. 3 (via Amsterdam and
nia is progressing apace, while the Irfndon). The following official state
Austrian offensive in Servia is pro- ment was given at army headquartceeding satisfactorily. The Servians ers the evening of October 2:
""The right wing of the German army
and their Montenegrin allies, however,
maintain that they have Sarajevo, the in France has repulsed renewed
on the part or the French to
k
Bosnian capital, almost in their grasp.
it To the south or Roye the
The new army of Emperor Nicholas
is on the march, and according to Fiench have been dislodged rrora
,
the Petrograd general staff, the Rus- their positions.
'"The situation on the center or
sians once more have crossed the
German frontier at . Szczuczey and the battlefront remains unchanged.
Grajewo, Russian Poland. This is . "German troops advancing in the
conceivably awkward for the German Argonne region have won substantial
invaders, who are said to be retreat- advances in a southerly direction.
"East of the River Meuse, French
ing from the Suwalkl district.
troops rrom Toul undertook night attacks.
Germans Repulsed at Roye
"Berore Antwerp, Fort Wavre, Ca
Paris, Oct 3. The official
issued this afternoon de- therines and the redoubt Borpevent,
clares that the violent attack of the with their intermediate works, were
Grrmans at Roye has been repulsed assaulted yesterday afternoon at 5
o'clock. Fort Mealpelm has been
by the allies.
The text of the statement follows:
en-my- 's

out-rian-

cisive advantage to either Bide. In an announcement made at 3
o'clock this afternoon in Paris the French war office says that a vio- lent action progresses in the region of Roye, where the allies have
repulsed all German attacks on the left wing.
A statement from the German army headquarters
issued
last
night said that the right wing of the German army in Franco had re-pulsed renewed efforts on the part of the allies to outflank it. To
the south of Roye the French had dislodged from thsir positions,
it was declared. German advances in the Argonne region were re- corded, while the situation on the center was reported as unchanged.
Today's French statement says that the army of the crown prince
lias hecn driven hack in the Argonne district and thaT kv lmt ..con- tinufd progress is being made by the allies in the Woevre district.
Nothing, it says, ia to be noted on the lina from Rheims to the Ar- '
gonne region.
eastern area of the war continued conflicting.
the
from
Reports
Glowing accounts of Russian successes with a new invasion of
sources
east Prussia emanate from Petrograd and other
on the other hand it is claimed. t;hat the German army which drove
the Russians from east Prussia is making ai serious invasion to the
east and That an Important engagement along the River Niemen is
imminent, while other German and Austrian forces are checking the
westward movement of the Russians in Russian Poland and Galicia.
The most dependable reports indicate that the really great battle
is being fought at Cracow, where an unnumbered Russian force is
attacking the Germans alnd Austrians, there united in immense
strength.
Still farther apart, are the contrary claims regarding the strug- gle of the Austrians against the armies of Serviai and Montenegro.
An official statement' from Servia says that the Balkan allies have
According to Austrian
gained a brilliant victory at Vafresenitza).
reports the invaders of Bosnia are being scattered, while the coun- ter invasion of Servia proceeds satisfactorily.
to the dead,
A new German casualty list adds 9,600 names
wounded and missing. The wounded include Prince Joachim, the em-peror's youngest soa
According to Rome advices a cabinet crisis is approaching, due
to differences as to the attitude of Italy.
Reports of the illness of King Charles of Roumania are revived.
Those opposed to the monarch's friendliness toward Germalny insist
that the reports are issued to cover a delay in determining Rou- mania's attitude.
Tokio announces that anotherJapanese mine sweeper has been
sunk by a German mine in Loa Shan bay, China. The Japanese
army is said to be continuing its preparations for a general assault.
on Tsing Tau. The Jalpanese are being shelled by the forts and the
German warships In the bay at Kiao Chow.
The French cabinet has decided that It cannot accept the pro- pcsal to institute officially general prayers for the success or the
French arms, while agreeing that all creeds are free to proceed with
such services within the limits rixed by the law.
There is nothing new from Antwerp. The latest Belgian offic- ial reports said that the city was resisting successfully the bom- bard men t of the Germans.
.The Chinese government has again protested against the Japan- ese occupation of the railroad station at Wei Hsiea.

OF JAPANESE

Peking, China, Oct. 3. The Chinese
government today replied to the latest Japanese note. It declared again
that it considered the Japanese occur
in Shan Tung
pation of
province, a breach o neutrality and
Wei-Hsie-

;

nrrerted thar if

rail-

road in Shan Tung was occupied such
action would constitute a further violation.
The state council, under the chair
Yuan
manship of Vice President
Heng yesterday proposed considera
tion of current business and then
discussed at length the Japanese vio
lation of Chinese neutrality. The
speakers contended that the Japanese
would, make Shan Tung province another Manchuria; that the progress
of Japanese troops along the railroad
was unnecessary under the military
standpoint; that Great Britain should
not be excused for the disregard
shown by her ally, Japan, of China's

TWO BRAVE OFFICERS

Naco, Sonora, Mexico, Oct 3. Villa
forces under Governor Maytorena con
tinued through the night desultory
firing upon the outposts of General
Benjamin Hill's Naco garrison, but
ceased at daybreak. The town's de
fenders are awaiting
the attack.
which Maytorena informed Colonel
Guilfoyle, commander of the United
States border guard, would be deliv
ered shortly after uayllght Ilill soldiers reported that the skirmishing
yesterday resulted in a loss of ten
killed ror Maytorena.
Hundreds or refugees from Naco
slept out in the rain last night in the
stm-tof Naco, Ariz.

ARMIES

TROOPS

HER TERRITORY IN

Kluck were in desperate straits and
that part or them had been rorced to
withdraw rrom advanced positions to
a point northeast or St. Quentin, by a
rtid or French cavalry.
"General von Kluck," Minister Mil
lerand said, "had called for reinforcements, but the arrival was delayed
a"1
they arrived only in time to preVon Kluck's Dire Need
a general withdrawal of the Ger
vent
New York, Oct.3. Dow, Jones and
mans."
Company, a Wall street news agency,
sent out the following dispatch today:
or
3. Minister
Roumania May Fight
"RardleflJux, Oct.
Rome, Oct 2 (via Loudon, OcL 3 )
War Millerand declared today that
A dispatch to the Giornale dTtalia
only the steady arrival or heavy
Trom
Sofia, Bulgaria, says that the
to
the
averted disaster
of King Charles of Roui- condition
or
von
and
Kluck
General
the
aimy
mania
hag
suddenly become worse
eud of the entire right wing of the
in
said
He
German army.
that early
(Continued on page Four)
the week the forces or General von

"The western and important outer
epaulement or the Termonde fortification is in our possession. In the
eastern arena of the war an advance
of Russian forces across the Niemen
river against the Germans in the
province or Suwalkl seems imminent."

ASSAULT
ON GENERAL
HILL'S
FORCES IS PUSHED BY
MAYTORENA

H

CHINA DEMANDS WITHDRAWAL

French and Gorman reports agree that the fighting on the west- ern end .of the battle line in northern France continues without de- -

SUDDEN ATTACK UPON ENEMIES

FROM

SHAN-TUN- G

s

Must Not Come Across
Washington, Oct. 3. The American
commander opposite Naco, Mexico,
has been Instructed not to permit the
bringing or wounded men across tl;
American surgeons, v'
boundary.
necessary, will treat the wounded on

neutrality, particularly in view of her
declarations concerning Belgian neutrality, and that the Japanese, in view
of their outrages in Shan Tuns., are
n.)t treating the Chinese as a friohdly
nation.
Tbe coMticil jflnally drafted a series
of interpellations to the government
and then entered into secret sessions.
The government is permitting Chinese newspapers to report and discuss
the Japanese activities in Shan Tung.
It still continues to prevent, however,
the boycotting of things Japanese
which various Chinese cities have attempted to inaugurate.

Mexican

'

Jap Ship Is Sunk
3 An official announce-mien- t
istates that another Japanese
mine sweeping boat at Kiao Chow has
been Bunk after striking a mine. The
casualties are given as four killed and
nine wounded.
French guard, making no noise about
'
it.

'"After this we descended into

soil.

.

Zapata will not joiVUlq'acrordir v
to a report to constitutionalist headquarters here rrom a Carranza agent
In San Anton ia
He reported that
Ismael Palafox-- , Za.pata'g representa
tive, said in San Antonio, after conferring with General Villa in Chihua
hua, that Zapata likely never would
join Villa because Angeles and many
federals with Huertistas and Felicis- tas and other reactionary elements
"are joining Villa and will soon control him, using him as ai tool."
Another report which reached here
today from a point along the border
says that General Domingo Arrieta
defeated General Urbina in Durango
and that Urbinai and many of his mem
were wounded and carried to Torreon.
General Arrieta is a Carranza sun- porter.
--

Tokio, Oct.

RIVAL FRED FUNSTON bog along the river, and,

CONTINUES

a

going fur- -

we crossed

several canals by
Our teeth chattered with TROUBLE MAY ARISE
cold.
We finally reached the
GERMANS SWIM THE MEUSE AND the
of the Meuse, which was here
banks
IN SOUTH AFRICA
WIN FAME AND THE IRON
about 55 yards wide.. We managed to
CROSS
swim the river. On the other side an
other difficulty awaited us. There
3
Oct
and
Berlin,
(Via The Hague
was a swamp at this point and we PUBLIC SENTIMENT THERE DIFV
London). A dairing deed of two GerFERS REGARDING ENGLAND'S
man officers attached to the Twenty- - could find no place to land. We float
COURSE
fourth Pioneers resulted in the de ed down stream until finally we were
enough to get a footing.
struction of a railroad on which the fortunate
French were transporting ammunition Then we climbed out.
"We plodded, ahead in mud often
and reinforcements, greatly needed by
to
London, Oct. 3. A dispatch
them to resist the Germans, according above our knees, exercising the great Reuter's Telegram company from
to details made public today. The est ctfution. It was the hardest kind
the Transvaal, South Afritwo officers penetrated the French of going. Finally we reached the spot ca, says that an attempt by General
lines by swimming across the Meuse selected for destruction. We laid our Christian De Wet to address a meetand making their way through swamps mine and set and lighted the time ing of protest against the governand over canals. They passed the fuses, which we had carried up to this ment' action in regard to the war
in our hair. We were wait-inresulted in the breaking up of the
French outposts and finally reached time tied
the
for
explosion, but in the mean- meeting after a demonstration which
the railroad embankment, which they
time we were still in danger or deblew up with dynainilte
approached the proportions of a riot.
After this they cut an underground tection by French troops not rar away.
Admision to the hall had been re
"The fuse worked the explosion on stricted
to ticket holders, but a crowd
telegraph wire and then returned in
time. All at once a French cavalry of
with General Louis
safety to their own lines. The folsympathizers
dashed up and began firing
Botha, who has taken command of
lowing details are given by a lieuten- patrol
ant who was one of the participants into the swamp in which we were
hiding. This swamp was now a
in the daring engagement:
'n southwest Africa, gather
"The night of the
the wind ally. We eluded pursuit and got j ed outside, and battering down the
was blowing a hurricane. Part of the away.
barricaded doors, bombarded the anti- "Later we came to a village and at
German line was familiar to us, par
government forces with eggs and
ticularly the near aide of the Meuse, the point of our revolvers we requi- bricks. A free fight followed during
and the location of some or the sitioned a horse and wagon. Then which the lights in the place were exFrench outposts, but nothing was bejran a wild ride back to our lines." tinguished. Then the crowd from the
The two officers have received the
known or the other side or the river
,hall moved into the open, where Gen-- I
decoration
of the Iron Cross for their
except the location or the railroad that
eral De Wet again attempted to speak.
had been .marked for destruction. The exploit. Anotner lieutenant and a Once more he wais hushed by elidirirst part or the journey was com- corporal who started on this trip evi- ng, shouting and cheerr
General
lost their lives by drowning.
paratively easy. Going forward quiet- dently
Botha.
ly we eoon came to the canal on the
Later the supporter?
left bank of the Meuse, which was
Leach Cross and Gilbert Gallant aded the streets and t
closely guarded. Finally we arrived will probably meet at the Atlas A. A., stratlon by adopting
at a bridge. Here we killed the Boston, on October J 3.
dt "re in th Smith

ther,

a

swimming.

g
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We are distributors in this
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trict for

PUT

OCTOBER

OFF

HAKD WORK TOO

Buy your lamps here

LONG

HARVESTER'S WEEK

3, 1914.

No Aches or Pains

batting the Individual batting marks
of the New Yorkers, with the exception of Burns, Grant and Bescher, are
below the percentages turned In last
season.
"Chief" Meyers, who hit for .312 In
1913, has hit around the .270 mark
tbis year. Fletcher also has hit for
about .270, with a last year's average
of .297. Snodgrass, with a mark of
.291 last season, has been hitting for
.1:64 this year, while McLean has drop-

dis-

LAMPS

STERLINGMAZDA

SATURDAY,

THIS IS ONE OF THE REASONS
ADVANCED FOR THEIR

Peruna Did it for Me.
"I And Peruna an excellent spring and
summer medicine and am glad to call
the attention of my friends to it. I
know by experience that Peruna is a
good medicine, and always recommend
I
it whenever I have an opportunity.
can truthfully say that I have no traces
of my old complaint, and have neither
ache nor pain, and enjoy life. Words
cannot express my appreciation for the
good Peruna has done me."
PERUNA THE SPRING

ped from .2S6 In 1913 to .239 in 1914.

DOWNFALL

The stick work of Captain Larry
a slump.
Doyle also has suffered
.280 last
of
average
Doyle's batting
year has shrunk to .206. Murray
and Merkle are two more of the Giant
regulars who have failed in effective
bMting. The former's mark of .267
last season has dropped to .213, and
Merkle's average has fallen from .2(1
to .249.
Of the three Giants who have bettered their batting averages this year,
the greatest climb has been male by
Giant, who has advanced from .211 In
Burns ha3
1913 to .307 this year.
boosted his figures from .268 to .302
at.d Bescher has gone up from .268 to

AND SUMMER MEDICINE.

1 used to get traiups in my stomach.
sick headaches.
My stomach
had
I
once
The
York, Oct
killed me. My family physician
nearly
ruighty Giants have faded. The
only gave me temporary rellel. I got
.;
out of patience and had given up all
pace of a tight pennant race,
hopes of recovery. I then wrote to Dr.
in which they hoped to annex their
Hartman and he advised me to take
fourth straight National league chamPeruna. I got a bottle of Peruna and
commenced using it. Soon got better and am now entirely cured ana leei
pionship, has had its effect and the
like a new woman. Peruna is my comfort. I will never be without it." Mrs.
old Giant machine saa gone to pieces
Thomas M. Morgan, R. F. D. 2, Wadsworth. Ohio.
under the strain.
A variety of reasons are advanced
some of them an opportunity to show parliament which ne declined upon
for the collapse of the McGraw henchMcCor-luicwhat they can do. At present the old bring appointed to the Washington
men.- The loss of Herzog and
Giant machine looks to be on the pest. He is a knight of the order
who were members of last
rocks and It evidently Is up to Mc of the Crown of Italy, and is a kDifcht
j ear's team, the fallling down In batto rebuild the outfit with some commander of the St Maurizio nnd
failGraw
ting among the regulars, and the
Reception for
bench St .Lazzaro, one of the most distindoing
o! the material now
ure of Marquard and eDmaree to
.277.
Distinguished Man
guished and oldest orders of Eurao,
duly.
pi?ch up to their 1913 form, all seem J
founded in the sixteenth century by
Another apparent weaknesa In the
Tuesday evening next the Elks to contribute to the slump of the old
In
the house of Savoy.
honor
a
and
dance
plnch-hittinreception
Giants' game is in the
plan
champions.
NEW AMBASSADOR FROM ITALY
of First Assistant Secretary of the
Count Cellere is a man c,f brilliant
who
A comparison of the pitching rec department.
Harry McCormlck,
Washington, Oct 3. The ciicle of diplomatic achievements, and more
Interior A. A, Jones and Mrs. Jones, ords of 1913 and 1914 shows that Ma- - managed the Chattanooga team this
in Washington has
who are spending a few weeks In Las
than once he has been spoken of in.
for the foreign diplomats
thewson and Tesreau are the only season, was the pinch-hitte- r
new
and interesting Rome as a future minister of
a
received
just
Vegas after a continuous residence In New York
seaforeiga
last
and
closed
Giants
the
able
been
year
fllngers who have
Count Machi
afislrs. His home In the Italian capiWashington of nearly two years. Mr. to duplicate this season their per- son with a batting average of .1'7l. addition In the person of
di Cellere, wLc has arrived here to ta', is one of the most beautiful resiJones Is a member of the local B. P.
formances of last year. Mathewson This season Mike Donlin, in his day take
O. Elks. The affair Tuesday evening
up his duties as Italian ambas- dences in that city. The family's old
has not quite equaled his 1913 mark, one of the greatest batters in the sador to the United States.
will be for all Elks and tht-iladies.
palace, however, is in piazza Cp.pra-mic- a,
but Tesreau has surpassed his record game, was engaged to fill McCor-mlck'- s
The new ambassador comes from a
and is familiar to Americans,
Mike
to
failed
has
But
place.
of last year.
very old Roman family, which has giv- as it constitutes one of the best speciMASONS TO MEET
In contrast to the good work of 'I've up to his reputation as a pinch- - en
many cardinals to the churcb. He mens of the early renaissance.
Santa Fe, Oct. 3. In view of the "Matty" and "Big Jeff" the pitching hllter, his batting average being less is a
great favorite at court, wher
Scottish Rite reunion of the Orient of Demaree and Marquard has been a than .200.
Cellere is among the
Countess
The foregoing are the facts and figof New Mexico, beginning on Sunday bitter disappointment to Gotham fans
Leach Cross and Gilbert Gallant
seen at all functions.
evening with a sacred concert, it is this season, since great reliance ha1 ures la regards to the slump of the
a year ago Count C Here will probably meet, at the Atlas A. A.,
About
interesting to note that of the Ma been placed on this pair of heavers Giants. But in some quarters other was asked to accept a candidacy for
causes are advanced for the downfall
sons in New Mexico, 33.94 per cent to add lo the list of victories.
are Royal Arch Masons, and 22.75 per
Last season Demaree and Marquard of the old champions. Some say that
cent Knights Templars. But few jur pitched wonderful ball, the' former the winning of three pennants caused
Beisdictions in the United States have winning 23 out of 29 games and the the team to become "chesty."
a larger percentage of the member- last named copping 23 out of 32 lieving they had a cinch on the flag
ship in those higher degrees. New games pitched. The records of the thif year they took things easy and
York for instance has 21.55 per cent pair for this season show they have when the time came for them to show
Arch Masons and 12.49 per cent Tem lost double the amount of games they the punch or lose they lost.
New York fans will not be surprisplars. North Carolina has but 13.41 heve won.
This reversal In pitching form on ed if several of the present regulars
per cent Arch Masons and 6.18 Templars. The average for the United the part of the two stars was enough are either benched or released vheu
States is 27.72 per cent Arch Masons, in Itself to put the skids under the the 1915 season opens next April.
Rhode Island leading with 41.78 per Giants. But in addition, McGraw has Managr McGraw has a dozen promis
cent, and 11.41 Knights Templar, had to contend with weak hitting on ing recruits awaiting the chance to
Rhode Island also leading here with the part of his regulars. While the get into the regular line up, and it
23.86 per cent
Giants surpass the Braves in team-- 13 more than likely that he will give

CONTINUES ALL NEXT WEEK

New
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This is your opportunity to purchase
your winter supply of wearables, tedding, groceries, etc, at a neat saving

V

ten

1

READ THE PRICES IN LAST NIGHTS' OPTIC

k,

r

Delightful Sewing
Party Wednesday
afternoon Mrs
On Wednesday
a few of
entertained
R.
Baker
James
her friends at a sewing party. During the afternoon a daintily prepared
luncheon wa served, the dining room
being tastefully decorated in pink
and white. The ladies who enjoyed
Mrs. BakeT'a hospitality were Mrs.
O. E. nurch and Mrs. Burch's sister,
Miss Hope, Mrs. Clifford Ilew, Mrs.
A. TV Llvineood. Mrs. W. T. Gray,
Mrs. J. Mitchell, Mrs. N. M. Jackson,
Mrs. Frank Haskell, Mrs. II. R.
Mc-Ke-

Mrs.

W. C. Dennis,

Spicer and Mrs. J.

L.

Mrs.

E.

Tooker.

4 4
Two Popular
Ladies Leave
The many friends of Mrs. P. H.
will regret to learn that she will
leave Las Vegas tomorrow to spend
the winter In Dallas, Texas. Mrs. LeNoir has endeared herself to a host
of friends in this city during her two
years' residence her, nnd her absence will be keenly felt In many social circles. Mrs. LeNoir may return
at the holiday season, although her
visit to her family may extend until
spring.
Miss Katherlne Moore will leave
the early part of the week for Denver, where she will join, her mother,
It la understood, for the winter. Miss
Moore's many friends will regret her
going very deeply.
Le-No- ir

Mrs. Baily Gives

Auction Party
An event of much enjoyment was
the auction bridge party given by
Mrs. C. I M. Baily and her mother,
Mrs.
Mary Bearinger, Wednesday
afternoon. The hostess was assisted by
MIbs Madeline- - Mills, Miss Ruth Miller
Marie Mann. After the
and Miss
games a dainty luncheon was served.
Mrs. rsaily's guests were Mrs. Charles
Greenclay, Mrs. J. P. Bush, Mrs. M.
Bendix. Mrs; I. Bacharach, Mrs. 11.
llfeld, Mrs. D. .1. Leahy, Mrs. R, F.
Johnson, Mrs. Colbert C. Root, Mrs.
John Robbins, Mrs. Charles A. Spiees,
Mrs. W- E. Gortner, Mrs. H. J. Groves,
Mrs. S. Powers, Mrs. W. G. Hay
don, Mrs. W. J- - Mills, Mrs. Johanna
Vollmer, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs.'
Harriette Van Petten, Mrs. R; K.
Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder, Mrs.
P. C. Carpenter and Mrs. J. W. Har
An

,

IN NOSTRILS

box now.
Get a
Most old people must give to the
bowels some regular help, else they
suffer from constipation. The condition is perfectly natural. It la just
as natural as it is for old people to
walk slowly. For age is never so
active as youth. The muscles are les3
elastic. And the bowels are muscles.
So all old people need CascareU.
One might as well refuse to aid weak
ees with glasses as to neglect this
gentle aid to weak bowels. The bowels
must be kept active. This Is important at all ages, but never so mvet
a& at fifty.
Age Is not & time for harsh physics.
Ycuth may occasionally whip the bow
els into activity. But a lash can't be
used every day. What the bowels of
the old need Is a gentle and natural
tcnlc. One that can be constantly
used without harm. The only such
tocio is Cascarets, and they cost only
13 cents per box at any drug store.
They work while you sleep Adv.
10-ce-
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4 4 4
Mis. Tamme Hostess
At Sewing Party

Afternoon Party
At Clement Home
Mrs. S. A. Clement entertained on
Wednesday afternoon for Mrs. P. H.
LeNoir and Miss Katherine Moore,
who both will leave Las Vegas goon
Mrs. LeNoir tomorrow for Dallas,
Texas, and Miss Moore early next
week for Denver. Mrs. Clement Was
assisted by Miss Mann, Miss Lorraine
Lowry, Miss Grace Ellery, Miss Marie
Clement, Miss Catherine Moore and
Mrs. LeNoir. Besides those who assisted, Mrs. 'Clement '8 guests were Mrs.
P. J. Emeneker, Miss Irene Master-so- n
of Toronto, Canada, Mrs. Mattie
Lipse of Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. Johanna Vollmer, Mrs. S. B. Rohrer,
Mrs. P. F. Nolan, Mrs. I. Appel, Mrs.
J. W. Roach, Mrs. Harry Preswick,
Mrs. Charles Purcell, Mrs. Chester A.
Hunker, Mrs. John Papen, Mrs. T. M.
Elwood, Mrs. M. J. Dillon, Mrs. J. B.
Floyd, Mrs. H. J. Ryan, Mrs. Charles
Fltz, Mrs. A. C. Erb, Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mrs. H. N. Van Petten, Mrs. L. L.
Trainer, Mrs. Ai Standish, Mrs. P. C.
Carpenter, Mrs R. J, Taupert, Mrs.
Richard Devlne, Mrs. Colbert C. Root,
Mrs. Vincent Trader, Mrs. R. F. John
son, Mra W. H Layton, Mrs. C. W.
Wesner, Mrs. will Rosenthal, Mrs.
Fred Nolette and Mrs. Peter Murphy.
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Mrs.
afternoon
Last Saturday
Charles Jamme entertained a few
friends at her home on North Sixth
4
street at a sewing party. The ladies
besides doing their "fancy work,
Tuesday Club Meets
With Mrs. C. W, G. Ward
participated in a guessing game which
On Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Charles was called
A penny for your
W. G. Ward entertained the ladies of thoughts." Many odd questions were
the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge club. propounded and the answers were all
Mrs. Ward's guests made up the play- represented on the face or the reers at two tables of auction, and after verse of a penny. Mrs. Elmer E.
the games a light buffet1 luncheon was Veeder took the prize, which was a
served. The guests were Mrs. Arthur dainty little sewing basket. Mrs.
llfeld, Mrs. Charles P. Trumbull, Mrs. Tamme's guests were Mrs. J. S. Moore
F. R. Ijord, Mrsi A A. Jones, Mrs. K. and Mrs. Moore's mother, Mrs. Laugh-iinD. Goodall, Mrs. W. E. Kaaer, Mrs. H.
Mrs. J. H. Ward, Mrs. Frank H.
M. Smith and Miss Helen Kelly.
H. Roberts, Mrs. H. V. Long, Mrs. F-B. January, Mrs. J. H. Stearns, Mrs.
H. G. Coors, Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder,
Miss Mary Brown, Mrs, Columbus
LAXATIVE FOR OLD
Moise, Mrs. I F. Scatterday, Mrs.
Fred Olney and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor.
PEOPLE "CASGARETS"
4

SALTS, CALOMEL PILLS, ACT ON
BOWELS LIKE PEPPER ACTS
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National Avenue and Twelfth Street
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Expert Automobile Repairing
Best Vulcanizing Plant in the State
Carburetor and Ignition Troubles
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Twentieth Century Steam Curing Bags
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WOMAN WEAK'

POPE

RE-ELECT-

SEPTEMBER WAS

ED

A

DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

STOMACH TROUBLES

THRU

3, 1914.

PLAYERS

BOSTON

SIX INDICTMENTS IS
GUADALUPE

AND NERVOUS

WARM AND DRY

SUNDAY SCHOOL

Finds Health in Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

Kr. Ragland Writes Interesting

Madison

Va.

Ccnsi-:r-

cd

YOUNGER THAN

Letter on Tbis Subject

MONTH

PRESIDENT

is

COUNTY

GRAND JURY IN SESSION THREE
DAYS; NO CRIMINAL CASES

RIVALS

TRIED

Mr. Chas. A.

Heights,
PHILADELPHIA ATHLETICS, HOWBEAUTIFUL FALL WEATHER MS Ragland, of this
The grand jury of Guadalupe counplace, writes: "1 have
NO MEANS
ARE
BY
EVER,
REPORTED BY THE SANTA
I
ty, which met on tronday at Santa
been taking Jhedford's
ht
SUPERANNUATED
FE OBSERVER
tor indigestion, and other stomach troubHoea, adjourned Wednesday evening
Much thought has bwn given In late
after bringing in six Indictments. The years to the ubject of maternity. In
les, also colds, and find it to be the very
Philare maternity hospitals
cities thf-r3.
the
Whoa
withthe
New York, Oct
Santa Fe, Oct. 3. Not a day
best medicine I have ever used.
first case was that of Maurlclo ChaBur.
equipped with mcxiern methods.
Boston
the
and
Athletics
After taking
Cha-veout sunshine, in fact not a day witha
for a few adelphia
ves. The evidence showed that
most women prefer tbetr own homes and
d
must
towns
and
In
the
villages
prefer
Biaves go into action in the twenty-thirout at least 12 per cent of sunshine days, I always feel like a new man."
entered th home of Aurora Real them. And since this
is true we know
series for the world's champion- de Chaves and c ommitted larceny. from the great many splendid letter
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, paia
aud two days with 100 per cent, such
is the weather bureau record for Sep- in pit of stomach, and a feeling of full- - ship baseball honors the diamond Chaves pleaded guilty and received written on the subject that our "Mother's
Friend' Is a great help to expectant
tember. Yet, this was 14 per cent ness after eating, are sure symptoms of campaign will he fought put by teams a sentence of 15 months. As Chaves mothers.
Tliey write of the wonderful
how it seemed to allow tlw
below the normal of the past 24 years. stomach houble, and should be given the which represent the old and new in hai? a large family of small children relief,
to
muscles
expand without undue strain
No wonder, New Mexico is called the proper treatment, as your strength and thu national sport Although the av- the judge suspended the sentence.
snd what a splendid influence It was on
health depend very largely upon your
Such helps as
the nervous system.
bunshine state. The average for the food
erage age of" the leading players of
Granfe Sisneros was indicted for "Mother's Frlund"
and the
and its digestion.
two combinations is not widely assault with a deadly weapon upon
the
of them should have a helpful
month just past was 64.1 per cent bb
To get quick and permanent relief
Influence
upon babies of the future.
ligainst 7S per cent for the normal. from these ailments, you should take soparated the Athletics' machine is so the person of Placido Arias at Science says that an Infant derives Ht
success
so
sense
and
and
builds Its character from
famous
its
as
were
striking Vaughn. Sisneros, who pleaded not
classed
Sixteen days
cloudy, a medicine of known curative merit.
cutaneous impressions. And a tranquil
11 as partly cloudy and three as clear.
old
that
by
It
comparison
appears
will
next
at
be
term mother certainly will transmit a more
tried
Its 75 years of splendid success, In the
the
guilty,
Influence than If she is exSeptember also was warmer than treatment of just such troubles, proves with the squad that George Stalllngs ot court. Lee Haules was indicted healthful nervous
from ufidue pain. This
tremely
and
in
midsummer
in
The
the
real merit of Thedford's Black
shape
for larceny from the home cf J. B. is what a host of omt believe
whipped
highest temperature
ci'stoniary.
who
recorded was 82 degrees on Septem- Draught. Safe, pleasant, gentle in action, thuif won a pennant for Boston. Tak- Dinwiddy at Vaughn. He, also, plead- used "Mother's FVlend."
These lniints are more thoroughly exber 18, the lowest 44 degrees on Sep- ind without bad
it is sure ing 20 odd players of the two teamB ed not guilty and was held for trial plained in a little book mailed free.
"Mother's Friend" is sold in all dru
a basis if will be found that the at the next term of court.
tember 23, a monthly extreme range Id benefit both young and old. For sale
store".
Write for book. Itradflld RejruU,
Price 25c
sverywhere.
N. C ia
of only 38 degrees. Surely, for
average age of the Athletics is 26
William Walters, the Singer Sew- tor Co., 411 Lauiar Bids., Atlanta. Htu
New Mexico climate can not
years and the Braves 24 years.
ing Machine company
agent at
be. beat
While lesB than two years in aver- - Vaughn, "s Indicted on the charge AMERICAN
The mean maximum temPRISO N ASSOCI 4.TION
tne teams tne ex- of embezzling the sum of $119.55 from
pge separates
perature was 74.4 degrees, the mean
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 3. Prison
FE RECOVERS
SANTA
tremes are more marked in the Ath- his employers. Walters transactions
minimum 51.5 degrees and the mean
wardeus and heads of numerous oth63 degrees, which is 2.4 degrees above
letics than the Braves. Plank, Ben- hove been under obsewation for some er correctional
institutions and char-tiabl- e
FROM THE SLUMP der, Coombs, Oldring, Lapp and Thom- time. He entered the plea of not
the normal of the past 40 years.
have arrived hero
organiaztions
There were eight days that had
as, are allpast 30 but the majority of guilty, and the case will be taken up In
numbers to tako part in the
large
llne-iil
in
will
more than .01 of an mch precipitation.
the daily
those who
figure
when the court is next in session in annual
meeting of the American Priunder this age. the county.
are several
The greatest precipitation for any 24 THE RAILROAD'S EARNINGS TAKE
son association. Today was devoted
The three youngest players in the
consecutive hours was .21 of an inch
Kmiterio Anaya was declared, in a to the registration of the
ON A DECIDED GAIN IN
delegats
s piad are the pitch' rg, Bush, PetnocK true bill, to have been
and the total for the month was only
AUGUST
guilty of the and the transaction of considerable
.59 of an inch as against an average
i id
The American ledgte seduction of Miss Barbarita Rivera,
Vyck?ff.
business. A special conFPnta.ives hav the advantage in and was held for trial. Both young preliminary
for the past 30 years of 1.61 Inches.
r..'i
ference
be held tomorrow and
will
Topeka. Kas., Oct. 3. It )s apparent years of baseball experience for the people are residents of Fort Sumner. the
Nevertheless, there is still an excess
business
of the associaregular
Fe
has
recovered
Santa
frqm Philadelphia club players average ful W. G. Owens of Fort Sumner was dein precipitation of 1.28 inches since that the
tion
will
arid Tuesday.
occupy
Monday
its slump in last year's earnings, ac- ly a year more in time spent upon clared to have converted the
New Year.
proper An attractive program combines wit.l
of
cording to the reports for August
the professional field than the Boston ty of William D. Radcliff, of the eame the
aHcnd-anc- e
large and representative
this year.. A heavy, increase is shown. pi j ers.? The Braves average Is ap- town, to his own
HE WAS GAME
j
uses, and was Into
o the
one
of
give
promise
At the close ot the fiscal year the pet proximately five years with Johnny dicted on a
Bordeaux, Oct. 3. I'twre Nasica
charge of embezzlement. most successful meetings ever held,
lower
fliers heading the list with, 12 years
The automobile party from Las Ve-a- by the association.
was put to death today for "military earnings" being considerably
of play. In the point of professional
reasons." It was the first execution than the year before.
composed of District Judge David
Lately the returns from1 both freight service Plank leads the Athletics with T. Leahy, Assistant District
under military law in the capital;
Att"rnpv
and passenger traffic have beenpronv 13 years of baseball play and experi- Chester A.
PCLEY CATHARTIC TAELETS
Nasica faced the end bravely. As he
Hunker, Louis TIM-- ' ,v;d
for the . fall ence1 At his hack. Bender Is but one Miss
and
the
prospects
will Lke their positive actioiv.
laing
iou
Sabina Gustafson, stenographer
stepped from the automobile patrol and winter are
present
good. "If-tha tonic effect on the bowhave
They
several
and
others
behind
in
just
year
the
district
to'
him
wagon that Drought
the Arlac
attorney's offlce, and
rate of earnings Is maintained tbe fall Short ' of double figures in their Mr. C. G.
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
parade ground, the condemned man
Hedgcock of Santa Rosa,
June 30, 1915, may be aa diamond career.
As a result the which left Santa Rosa
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
was rolling a cigarette, which he year ending
Thursday
as two years agot It is Athletics average Is six
years not- morning at about 8 o'clock, arrived Stir the liver to healthy activity and
smoked while he listened to the read- prosperous
stomach sweet Constipation,
probable that the gross earnings for withstanding the fact that a number at Park
Springs at 10 o'clock. At this keep
ing of his sentence. Then he shook the
year may exceed $100,000,000.
headache,
dull, tired feeling never afd
of comparative youngsters are
was
hands with the chaplain, and, steppoint Judge Leahy
taken ill and
The exposition next year will bring
fect
who use Foley Cathartio
those
under the Philadelphia flag.
the trip was delayed several hours.
ping briskly to the execution post, in heavy receipts for the passenger
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
as
will
team
act
The
the
which
After
the judge had recovered suffi
felded his arms and looked straight at
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
department of the Santa Fe and other
Ya
the firing squad.
He refused to western roads. If the southwest is as standard bearers ot the National ciently to finntlmiA tho Iniir-nian
combination
is
was brought to Las Vegas with all
interesting
league,
have his eyes bandaged.
prosperous next year as this, there ia; of the
The Johnny KUbane-Ab- e
Attell bout
youth and the age of the dia- possible speed, the remainder of the
At a sharp command a volley sound- a
chance of the good earnings
good
CITROLAX
was to take place October 'J 3,
which
extremes
cases
have party tnWng Mr; Tlfeld's car. . In the
mond... Ju some,
'"
'
his-- ' kuees dead.
ed.
"
Naaica
to
'"
"
continuing."
x
teen blended by Manager Staliings canyon on the La Liendre road the has been Indefinitely postponed beToned Up Whole System
CITROLAX
Detachments from all the regiments
The earnings for July and August la artful manner
"Chamberlain's Tablets have done of the Bordeaux garrison witnessed
to make of .the car broke down, and the chauffeur cause of an injury Kilbane received
CITROLAX
showed a substantia Increase. The
Best tiling for constipation, sour more for me than I ever dared hope the execution
a
This fact is who had brought the judge to the city by being thrown from a horse.
team.
Braves
winning
and when it was over earnings in' 'August, la gross, $10,166
in two notable cases. Prin had to go back and tow in the dis
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow- for," writes Mrs. Esther Mae Baker, they over defiled past the
illustrated
body.
The net
489, an increase of $424,532.
els. Stops a sick headache almost at Spencerport, N. Y, "I used several
cipal figures in the scheme of attack abled car. The people in the car did
Clarence Ferns and Bud Logan have
AuSanta
the
Pe
for
during
earnings
once. Gives a most thorough and sat- bottles of these tablets a few months
and defense which . enabled the not get home until after 8 o'clock in been matched to box at St. Joseph,
inan
to
amounted
$3,395,366,
gust
MRS. LAWSON DEAD
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau- ago. They not only cured me of bilBraves to win to the front of the the evening.
Ma, on October il.
sea. Keeps your system cleansed, ious attacks, sick headaches and that Chicago, Oct. 3. Mrs. Joseph Brad- crease of $554,370.
race in the National league,
stirring
two
The gross- earnings for the
.
sweet and wholesome. Ask for
tired out feeling, but toned up my ley Lawson, wife of Hector F. Lawson,
veteran of near'y
were heavy, Johnny Evers,
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross whole system."
For sale by all dealr publisher of the Chicago Daily News, months, July and August,
a
j0
games,
promineut in the
figure
died today at her home on Lake Shore amounting to $19,775,731, an increase
ers." Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
recent history of the sport, has workwere
and
net
$900,790
of
the
earnings
drive, after a protracted illness.
ed In (ffective
colaboration about
$6,266,837, an increase of $995,258.
secjnd'base with "Rabbit" Maranville
. This is said to be one of the best
i.iore than a boy, plaving his
Why Not Publish It?
showings, made by any railroad in the barely
When you want a fact to become
season with a major league
second
alsame
country during the
period,
rJl:e same combination cf old
generally known, the right- way is to most every company reporting heavy club-publish it Mrs. Joseph Kalians, Peru, decreases in both gross and net. This nil
ong is found in the records of
MOST
YOUR
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour is true of other1 railroads in the south th men ot the outfield, and of the
stomach and frequent headaches. She west.
pitching naff. These figures show
writes, "I feel It my duty to tell
st member of tie team to be
The increase may be due to one the
others what Chamberlain's Tablets
plan, of the Santa Fe for the last few Oito IKss, with 33 years behind him
have done for me. They have helped
years. Instead of paying heavy: divi- Almost a boy, Paul Strand tit 19
my digestion and regulated my bow- dends the company hae been turning yecrs is the baby of the team.
els. Since using them I have been back
a large part of the earnings into
Aside from
comfort electricity
entirely well" For sale by all deal- the road again for improvement and
Tom Eawright, Exeter's star of last
ers, Adv.
charm
maintenance.
year, who has been called the great
brings aside from
est schoolboy football player in Amer
otherwise beautiful home
adds to
la now at Yale.
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs ica,
is really
They hang on all winter if not
expensive
Packy McFarland has retired from
and pave the way tor serious
checked,
IN
CAPITAL PAID
can be
Even if your house is old
throat and lung disease. Get a bot the ring for good. He intends to deSURPLUS
vote
his
time
future
to
in
Comlooking
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar
I100,OOO.M
small cost
wired
Electricity
pound, and take It freely. - Stops after his wife's interest in an Illinois
no trouble.
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed brewery inherited by her from her
&
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is father.
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persona. No opiates. O. G.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. by local applications, as they cannot
D, T. Hoiklni, Cashier,
I. M. Cunningham, Preside it
Adv.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Frank Springer,
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that la by constitutional
CABLE STATION RUINED
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Honolulu, Oct 3. The British Inflamed condition of the mucus linsteamer Kestrel, which arrived here
ing of the Eustachian Tuba. When
today from the Fanning islands, re-- this tube is inflamed you have a rumporta that the cable etatlon there
sound or imperfect hearing, and
Let us explain how your house may
was destroyed by the German cruiser bling
when it Is entirely closed, Deafness is
communl
The
of
Nurnberg.
cutting
the result, and unless the inflamma
disturbance or
be wired
cation between Vancouver and Aus tion can be taken out and this tube
tralia was reported last month end it restored to Its normal condition, hearcost.
and
is supposed that the Nurnberg, which
nlae
will
be
forever;
destroyed
ing
had left here not long before, was re cases out of ten are caused
by Ca
not
was
known
It
although
sponsible,
CAPITAL
which is nothing but an intarrh,
had
until today that the cable station
flammed condition of the mucous sur
been ruined. The Fanning Islands faces.
National
San
Bank
with
the
Office
Miguel
are British territory.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case ot Deafness (caused by
.rraalaent
WM. Q. HATDOH-that cannot be cured by
PILLS catarrh)
.Tie
CHICHESTER H RAM.
presidml
-W. EELLT
Hall's
Cure. Send for circu
Catarrh
A
foe
Treesvi
free.
lar
yw
D. V. HOM3NI
s
llwio.(lTlriinllV
I'llla U Uc4 nd Void mctiM.AV
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
boxes, ceaied with Blu Ribbon. V
Tnk na Alfi.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
AskfocHIM
Irnere1t.
DIAMOND I1KANII l
for S3
if
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
known as Bst, Safest, Alwtys ReliaMa
7 "
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SOU) BY DniOQISTS EVERYWHERE
pation.

Creston, Iowa. " I suffered with fe- STATE MEETING IN SANTA FE
male troubles from the time I came into
HONORS JUDGE OF THE
i womanhood
until I
FEDERAL COURT
jhad taken Lydia E.
e
IPinkhams Vegeta-jblOct. 3 Judge William
I H.Albuquerque,
Compound.
1
was
iM
Poi.e Thursday afternoon
J I
of
or
VNl
president
unanimously
overworked
Nil
S
ilifted anything the New Mexico Sunday School assoheavy, and I would ciation, the convention paying him an
be so weak and ner enthusiastic tribute for his interest
vous and in so much
and work for the organization. The
misery that I would vote was
givtn standing and with
be prostrated.
A
J friend told me what
hearty applause.
Archdeacon W E. Warren of Albuyour medicine had done for her and I
tried it It made me strong and healthy querque was
vice president
and our home is now happy with a baby and H. S. Lithgow and Frank C. Keef-- r
toy. I am very glad that I took Lydia
of Albuquerque changed places, the
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
do all I can to recommend it" Mrs. A. former becoming secretary and the
B. Boscamp, 604 E. Howard Street, latter treasurer of the association.
With a few exceptions the various
Creston, Iowa.
superintendents were redepartment
Tona of Roots and Herbs
are used annually in the manufacture elected. New superintendents include
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- Mrs. Addison Hall, in charge of teachpound, which is known from ocean to er training; Miss Martha Valliant, in
ocean aa the standard remedy for charge of hand work, and Miss Mabel
female ills.
A. Smith in charge of the home deFor forty years this famous root Bnd partment
herb medicine has been
Time and place of the next meeting
successful in controlling the diseases of
women. Merit alone could have stood will be chosen by the executive committee with advice of the federated
this test of time.
churches.
doubt
If you have the slightest
The resolutions passed favor enactthat Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will hel p you, write ment of proper juvenile correction
to LydiaE.Pinkham MedicineCo. laws by the next legislature endorse
(confidential) Lynn, Mass.,f or ad- statewide prohibition and a constituvice. Your letter will he opened, tional amendment vote in the nation;
read and answered by a woman, endorse President Wilson's
peace poland held in strict confidence.
icy in Mexico and his policy in dealing with the world war in strong
JOIN DEMS
PROGRESSIVES
terms.
Other resolutions express
Santa Fe, Oct. 3. Progressives and thanks to various Albuquerque insti'
democrats fused yesterday on their tutions for entertainment during the
convention
and a separate resolution
legislative tickets in Taos county, the
of the services
Cordoexpresses
Dalio
appreciation
progressives nominating
va and the democrats Fred Lewis, of Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner, Mr, W.
president of the Taos Commercial C. Pearce, Mr. Merritt, the retiring
southwestern field secretary, and
club. Secretary of State Antonio
who had to return to Santa Fe Judge Pope.
unexpectedly because of an attack of
rheumatsmi .made an address. CandiLEVY MAY SELL
date for Congress F. C. Wilson made
Washington, Oct. 3. Representa-th- t
several rousing addresses the past
Levy of New York, owner of
few days and it is due to his counsel
announced today that in view
that the fusion movement was accom- of Secretary Bryan's appeal to him to
plished. The republican nominees are sell Thomas Jefferson's home to the
Malaquias Martinez and Antonio A. government, he was considering doRivera,
ing so. Heretofore he has refused all
such proposals.
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occasion ujion which they have lifted
up such prayers to the Almighty, as
many public and private devotions,
since the beginning of August, have
been featured by prayers for the restoration of tranquility and the cessation of bloodshed.
On tomorrow all God's people in
this great land of freedom, lifting
their voices In common supplication,
will beg Him, that if it is Hia will,
peace may be restored speedily.
Since the beginning of the war a
great dial of flapdoodle has been
written on the subject of prayer. Attention has been called to the fact
that the English have beseeched the
rather that they might destroy the
Germans, while the latter peop.c. lifting their voices to the same God, have
prayed for victory!. The French and
the Austrians have been pictured is
supplicating their creator to give
them strength to annihilate osch
other. Some people of atheifeti-trn
of mind have declared that such a
condition Is an indication ilia',
U no God. Others have Irr.jvoraMly
acserted that tue Almighty n:ust Ce
somewhat perplexed by the conflicting appeals bein; tent b avenwarla.
All these assertions are based upon
a wrong conception of prayer, its
real value and Its purposes. Prayer, first of all, is for the worship of
God; an act of praise and thanksgiving. Secondly, it is man's means of
asking the Almighty to grant him certain favors, PROVIDED it is the divine will that the request should be
be granted. The man who prays and
cannot say "Thy will be done"' prays
unworthily. This is not mere theory;
it is from Scriptural authority and is
lropounded as truth by the most
learned theologians.
Doubtless every prayer for peace
uttered tomorrow will be made in
conformity with this spirit, and those
who litter them will know that the
Almighty will grant thi'ir petitions, if
it is in conformity with His will to
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Earl J. Wilson
SHIPMENTS FROM ABROAD ARE Takes a Bride
ENTIRELY
PRACTICALLY
Last Sunday Miss Marjorie McAlliCUT OFF
f
ster Proctor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Proctor of Sturgeon, Mo., and
An interesting sidelight on the a niece of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
;
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Oct. 3. Hogs, receipts
500. Market higher. Bulk $7.908.35;
heavy $7.908.10; packers and butchers $88.40; lights $7.908.40;
pigs $7.258.
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
Prime fed steers fl010.90; dressed
beef steers $89.75; western steers
$C.709.25; stockers and feeders $6
calves $6.50
8; bulls $56.50;

51

BOT;isjry

Expert
Repairing T

effect of the European war on the Comstock of Watrous, was married to
American market Is shown In a letter Mr. Earl J. Wilson, a member of the
from one of the largest Importing steward's staff of the New Mexico
firms in the country dealing in pro- Hospital for the Insane. Mrs. Wilson
entrustof
duce to a local business house. The is a High school graduate, and was
10.50.
entered at the postofflca at East
Howard-Paynlitter in part says:
at
college
student
a
of
ed
o
Sheep, receipts 500. Market steady.
"All our contracts on foreign nuts, nl Missouri. The groom was a memVegas, New Mexico for trans-dkiul$5.25
Bute
Lambs
United
yearlings
the
$77.50;
which include French walnuts in shell ber of the 1913 class in the New Mexthrough
ails aa aecond class matter.
and meats; Tarragona almonds, Bar- ico College of Agriculture and Mech- 6.23; wethers $5??5.C0; ewes $4.25
celona, Naples and Sicily, filberts, anic Arts. After a Honeymoon trip
RailJordan and Valencia shelled almonds, to various points of Interest In Mis
SUBSCRIPTION
TERMS OF
TRADE
OF
BOARD
CHICAGO
hi.ve been cancelled by the shippers. souri, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson will come
Dally, by Carrier
y
Chicago, Oct. 3. Wheat prices
os
Moratorium in all the belligerent to EastLaB Vegas to reside. Mrs. Wil- start-in- s
fer Copy
to
After
a
decided
took
jump.
of
rendered
letters
ccuntries has
16
j gon visited the Comstocks when they
Oae Week
2
values
scored
to
higher,
credit practically worthless;
resided at Hot Springs.
Dae Month
a mterlal further gain. The close was
to
tell
on
that
then
letter
The
7.80
goes
Year
One
strong 2 to 3 cents above last night.
the entire crop of California walnuts Two Pretty Parties
Dally, by Mali
will give
Com rose with wheat and as a reis booked by the association, and at E. W. Hart Home
$6.00
Oae Year (In advance)
wet weather. Prices
sult
of
predicted
40
1.00
per
that California grows only
llx Months (in advance)
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. E. W.
cents higher, and
to 1
7 00
cent of the walnuts consumed in this Hart entertained a rew of her friends oi ened
Oae Year (la arrears
hold near the topto
inclined
stenied
3.60
ccuntry, the balance coming from at bridge. This afternoon Mrs. Hart
Six Months (in arrears)
France. To offset this shortage In and her daughter, Miss Phebe Hart, most level reached. The close was
at a net advance of
hol'day products, the letter tells that here hostesses at a euchre party. strong,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
to
be
to
th" cranberry crop promises
the Both events wehe characteristically
& S.F. Watch Inspector
GROWER
Jeweler ani Oplician-A- .T.
Shorts rushed to voer In the ats
biggest in years.
ttaa Yecr
charming. The parlors were taste- crowd.
In staple articles the local market
0
fully and beautifully decorated, and
fix Months
Provisions climbed with grain and
hRs undergone very few changes dur- the luncheon on each occasion was
hfcos.
The closing quotations were:
is
week.
the
last
selling
Sugar
ing
dainty.
Mall
Dec. 1.08; May 1.15.
Advance
for
In
Wheat,
(Cash
from $8.25 a hundred up. Flour is
On Wednesday Mrs. Hart enterDec. 68; May 70.
Corn,
Subscriptions.)
to
from
a
$3.50
$3
hundred,
bringing
tained Mrs. Charles Spiess, Mrs. W.
Remit by check, draft or money
Oats, Dec. 471.4; May 51.
which is a slight raise. Lard has E. Gortner, Mrs. W. R. Tipton, Mrs.
not
will
we
trder. If sent otherwise
Fork, Oct. $16.62; Jan. $19.45.
Baor
been
neither advanced
reduced.
Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. E. B. Shaw,
e responsible for loss.
Lard, Oct. $9.57; Jan. $9.90.
con sells at 30 cents and 35 cents for
Mrs. H .S. Van Petten, Mrs. Har-ri- f
Oct. $10.50; Jan.i.JlO.la.
Ribs,
Specimen eopies free on application.
the fanpjt grades. Ham has gone up
tte Van Petten, Mrs. H. W. Kelly,
a little; it is now selling at 25 cents Mrs. John Robbins, Mrs. S. B. Daani! 28 cents a pound.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
vid, Jr., Mrs. W, G. Haydon, Mrs. W.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
In the vegetables there is little J. Mills, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. D. C.
PAID FOR
change, either in variety or price. Po- Winters, Mrs. D. T. Hoskins, Mrs.
tatoes are bringing two cents a pound, Charles
Tamme, Mrs. T. B. McNair,
The ntry card, printed below, must be mailed to Mrs. Charles Trumsweet potatoes sell at three Mrs. J. A.
and
the
are
guaranteed
LaRue, Mrs. E. V. Long,
Advertisers
I
so.
do
cauli25
East Las Vegas. New Mccico, Chairman of. the Committee on encents.
for
bull,
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Celery,
Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. John S. Clark,
largest dally and weekly circulation
And
for
that
of
tries
that departmeat. Notice of time of judging appoinruent will be
eyery prayer
victory
flower, beets, turnips, carrots, cucum-brr- Mrs. Elmer E.. Veeder, Mrs. Mary
f any newspaper in northern New
to
all making their entires early. Entries In this department
mailed
goes up tomorrow from the belligerradishes
and
lettuce,
cabbage
Mrs. E. N. Kearney, Mrs.
(Continued from Page One)
Mexico.
ent countries, if It Is offered in the all held their own In the stores with Btaringer,
at 12 o'clock noon, Saturday, October 3. Examination will be made
close
H. J. Groves, Mrs.
true spirit of religion, will be sent a uniformity of supply and price. J. W. Harris, Mrs.
The doctors' bulletin today declares on October 5 and 6. No entrance fee Is required. No child suffering
H. H. Roberts and Mrs. ColFrank
TELEPHONES
heavenward accompanied by resigna- The supply of fruit is appreciably leshe must have absolute quiet in order from any acute or constitutional diseases may be entered. All babies
umbus Moise,
2
tion
to
....Main
......
the
the
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Office
between the ages of one to four years, both male and female, are eligible
upon
part
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uslness
sening. Apples, as usual at this time
This 'afternoon the guests of Mrs. to save his life. The well informed, to
Main 2 the Divine will,
Nsws Department
entry. There will be three divisions. Division A being from one to
of the year, are plentiful; they sell
Hart and Miss Hart, who were assist- however, according to the dispatch,
two
years old. Division B from two to three years old, Division C from
at three cents and five cents a ed
by Miss Ruth Winters and Miss believe the king's illness Is really a three to four years old. In each division a first priz of $5 in gold will
VICTIM OF CARELESSNESS
Pears are selling at 5 cents Madeline Mills, were Mrs. J. M. Cunpound.
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Santa Fe, Oct. 3. The first victim to eight cents a
political step whose aim is to end the be awarded to the best male child and to the best female child.
pound. Quinces ningham, Mrs. Richard Devlne, Mrs.
agitation to have Roumania
of the deer hunting seaon is Hugo
popular
bring 5 cents. Grapes, which are. be- ft D. Raynolds, Mrs. Hallett
The following is the form of entry card used:
join forces against Germany.
Betyui, an electrician employed by ginning to show evidences of the
WHAT WAR IS
C.
Mrs.
Herman
Mrs.
Ilfeid,
the Chino Copper company, who came
Entry No.
Let us forget General Sherman for
season, sell at 40 cents to 50 L. M. Baily, Mrs. David "J. Leahy,
is al
State's
Penn
to
punter,
Mexico
New
Clarke,
Los
from
Angeles,
a
In
single,
ctnts a basket. Canteloupes are very Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald, Miss Mary
; hile. lie described war
Division
where his parents liva Behan was scarce and watermelons
getting off drives of 00 yards.
are out of Dr.um, Miss Louise Daum, Mrs. J. H. ready
inclusive word, because he lacked
;
State
he
Penn
can,
18
a
depended
always
north
shot
deer
miles
hunter,
by
Name of child
requence. Richard Harding Davis of Pinos Altos. He was mistaken for th market entirely,
York, Mrs. W. P.; Mills, Mrs. H. P. upon to develop one or more gridiron
r.ay not be so great a man as General a deer by rhd nimrod. The bullet There Is an abundance of honey at Prowne, Mrs., Frank Manzanares, stars. ..
Days
..Months
Age:' Years i
all the stores. It brings 20 cents a Mrs. William Rosenthal, Mrs.
Jibernian, but he has the wizardry of
George
and
and
abdomen
the
stomach
pierced
wrote
or $2 a dozen. The first-shiSex
speech. And this is what Davis
A. Fleming, Mrs. Herbert W. Clark,
Behan died two hours later. In the comb,
Automobile stage line to Mora triments of fresh oysters from the Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs. R. K. McClana- of war, after standing in the ruins hunting
Satweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and
Parents' Name
party were J. M. Bell, Thomas
of the Kheims cathedral, with the gap- Clark, William
Chesapeake Bay are in. The price hun, Mrs. James S. Duncan, Jr., Mrs.
Las Vegas postoffice
leaving
Boyd and R. F. Wil
urday,
and
dead
s 75 cents a quart
Address ing holes above and the
L. Hammond, Mrs. W. E. Kaser, g a. m arriving Mora 9:45 a. m
liams. The funeral of Harlan A, Wil
wounded soldiers in the litter at his
C.
Mrs.
S.
Colbert
B.
Mrs.
m.
4
Las
Mora
out
arrive
also
took
Rohrer,
while
Leave
killed
p.
ey,
Vegas Street and No
hunting,
.
feet:
iif.
Root, Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward, Mrs. 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
place at Silver City the same day that
"War is only waste. The German Behan's body was brought In. Wiley's PEOPLE STARVING
All parties wishing to enter their children Wl out the above form
C. Carpenter, Mrs. Charles Trum one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
and mail to Mrs. Trumbull at above address.
bull, Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, Mrs. Clar- for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop
eipporor thinks it is thousands of men father waa in the Mogollon and rode
at maneu- 90 miles overland to reach his boy's
In flashing breastplates
ence Iden, Mrs. George Smight of Chl- WHILE WAR RAGES oago, Mrs. H. J. Ryan, Mrs. George
vers, galloping past him, shouting bedside, but death beat him by three
'lloch der Kaiser!' That is all of the hours. Thus far this fall in New
E. Morrison, Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs.
w?r he has ever seen. I have seen a Mexico 11 deaths from gun accidents
Ringer, Mrs. R. J. Taupert, Mrs. Ar
CONDITIONS
TERRIBLE
EXIST thur Ilfeid, Mrs. W. .P. Southard,
lot of it, and real war is his highborn have been reported.
officer with his eyes shot out, his peaMrs. R. F. Johnson, Mrs. E. E. John
AMONG
sant soldiers with their toes sticking
ROBBED A STATION
son, Miss Mildred Browne, Mrs. R.
NEAR VERDUN
G. Head, Miss A. Brown, of Dallas,
tilfly through the straw, and the
Santa Fe, Oct. 3. Burglars
last
windows of RheSms, that for centuries
night broke into the Union depot us
Berlin, Oct. 3 (via London) A cor Tex., Mrs. George Hunker, Mrs. Ed
with their beauty have glorified the
Mrs. C. S, Losey, Mrs. E. J.
ed by the Denver and Rio Grande and respondent
of the Local Anzelger, Ltwis,
I,ord .swept into a heap of dust."
McWenle, Mrs. A. F. Morrisette, Mrs.
New Mexico Central railroads joint who has witnessed the military opera- L. C.
o Witten, Miss Rebecca eHnriquez,
ly. The pried open a window in the tions in the Argonne forest and north Miss Louise Lowry, Miss Tessie De- PKA.YEKS FOR PEACE
In conformity with the proclamation Globe Express company office, tore of Verdun, telegraphs his paper that vine, Miss Emma Tamme, Miss Jean- bombardment of Verdun still con el te Ward and Miss Bessie
Cooley.
cf President Wilson all citizens of the open several parcels and rummaged the
Much activity at the Verdun
tinues.
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the God
United States who believe
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PERSONALS

IN PRAYERS FOR

Charles Llebschner
left yesterday afternoon for Albuvaquerque by automobile for a short
cation trip. They will take in the
state fair while there.
Carrol Blake, who has been a clerk
BE
for Borne time in the Las Vegas Mer- SPECIAL SERVICES WILL
VARIOUS
IN
THE
HELD
cantile company's store, has given up
his position and gone to Harvey's
CHURCHES TONIGHT
much.
Miss Julia F. Kavana'ugh, daughter
In accordance with the wish of
of Juan F. Kayanaugh, has secured President Wilson the churches of Las
a position to teach school in Sheridan, Vegas will all observe tomorrow as a
K M.
day for special prayer for peaice. No
Rev. J. Milton Harris, who has union service has been arranged, but
been in Albuquerque for several days in each of the churches some especattending the sessions of the state ial observation of the. day will take
Sunday school convention, returned to place. At the First Presbyterian
Las Vegas last night.
service will be
church, communion
Mr. and Mrs, C. C. Gregory, Mrs. held in the morning, and in the evenL. E. Waggoner and Mrs. Edward ing the pastor, Rev. Norman Skinner,
Kastle of Nolan, N. M., are the mem- will participate with Rabbi Jacob
bers of an auto party that arrived in Landau in the special service and
the city last night. "
prayer at Temple Moneflore.
a. L. Leonard of Endicott, N. Y., is At the morning serivce of the First
registered at a local hotel.
Baptist church the pastoxi Rev. J. Milton Harris, will observe the wish, of
In
Charles Adams of Watroua is
Las Vegas for, a few days' business the president and the general wish
that the day be used for prayer for
visit
Mrs. H. M. Northrop, her three boys peace. At the Chrrlstiaa tabernacle
and Mrs. Nahtan Holmes, Mrs. North-rop'- s the morning services will be In charge
. mother,
arrived from Shoemak- of D. L. Batchelor and L, F. Scatter-day- ,
the new secretary of the Y. M.
visit.
er today for
sermon.
C.
will:.preach,-thA.,
George A. Fleming, who has been
Rev. E. - C- Anderson of the First
in Chicago for two weeks, returned
Methodist church haa arranged for
last night.
services at his church in
assessor
appropriate
of
Felipe Sanchez, deputy
Mora county, Is in the city for a short the evening, beginning at 7:30 o'clock.
The order of worship will be as
stay.
L- - L. Bacharach,
of the firm of
Hymn 415.
Baicharach Brothers, jraade an auto
to
UnitPrayer by the Pastor.
Park
trip
Springs yesterday.
Duet, Miss Iva Markham, Mr. Leon
ed 'States Senator T. B. Catron acreMr.
on
Guy.
Bacharach
the
companied
turn trip.
ResponFlve Reading, Special Days,
Jose Sena, who has been in the th Reading, page 81.
The Gloria Patri.
employ of Charles Ufeld for several
Second Scripture Lesson, 1 Cor. 13;
years, leaves tonight for Montoya,
where he has secured another position.
Offertory and Collection.
Mrs. Venceslao Duro left today for
Hymn 637.
Santa Fe, where she will visit rela
Reading of the President's Procla
tives and friends for a week or more. mation.
a
The Reading of Walter Rauschen- George J, Burcher and I. G.
of Optimo are In the city for a busch's Praper for Peace.
hort time.
Quartette, Miss Iva Markham, Mrs.
Mribel E. Hall, Mr. Leon Guy, Mr. Le
Mr. and Mrs.

PEACE

e

Mon-tow-

YOUR

Roy Brown.
Sermon by

The Reading of Bishop Greer's Prayer
for Peace.
Hymn 702.
Benediction.
At the Church of Our Lady of Sor- sows a solemn mass; will be celebrated
at 10' o'clock a. m., and the sermon
will be delivered by Rev. Clements
Arrufat).
By attending this service
with Increase in ferver and sincerity
of prayer, all Catholics will act In ac
cordance with the wish of the supreme head of their church and in
conformity with the wishes of the
president of this country.
, At St., Paul's Memorial
church holy
communion will be administered both
at the 7:30 o'clock and the 11 o'clock
services, and the communicants will
be urged to make this an occasion of
special consecration and prayer for
peace.
In the evening at 7:30 o'clock Rabbi
Jacob Landau will hold a special
service of prayer. Rev. Norman Skin
ner, pastor of the Presbyterian church,
will address the meeting, as well as
Dr. Landau.
A special prayer has
beelf written by the rabbi which will
be offered at this service. The pray
er" follows:
"Thou:. who nearest prayers! Thou

SUIT
MSITfM

For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

HAS.

the Pastor.

LEWIS

TAILOR

who art our refuge and strength, a
very present help In trouble. May It
please Thee, in whose hands are the
destinies of nations, to make this war
to cease and to cause the light of
peace to shine again,. Inspire the nations, their armies and leaders, with
love of peace, with mercy and humanity, bo that they may cease their work
of destruction and the shedding of
blood. Restore the bonds of friendship, of mutual confidence and good
will, where they have been broken,
that the peoples may be Btrong
enough to blot out from their hearts
all bitter feelings towards one another.
"O! may all, created in Thine linage, recogntee that they are brethren
fo that they, one in spirit and one in
fellowship, may be united. And may
the tffect of peace be quietness and
confidence forever.
"We pray for all men who, In this
hour, are adventuring their lives on
the high places of the field. We name
in our hearts those that are nearest
to us and in whose afflictions we are
afflicted. Even as Thou hast been
with them hitherto, eo be with them
still; do not leave them nor forsake
them. Shield them In the day of bat
tle. May their lives be precious In
xhy sight
'Almighty God, in whose bonds are
the souls of the living and the dead,
shelter under the shadow of Thy
wings Thy children who have laid
down their lives on the altar of their
country, and grant them Thy recom
pense. May thy comforts soothe the
souls of those who weep for the loss
of a life dear unto them. Cheer with
gladsome tidings the hearts of those
who tremble for the welfare of their
absent kinfolk. Bless those that are
good and uipright In their hearts, who
deal kindly and tenderly with the
wounded, the faint and the perishing
on the battlefield. May we, who dwell
in safety, and are at peace, hasten to
the help of the homeless and of all
who suffer from the miseries of war.
"Bless our country that it may ever
be a stronghold of peace, and its advocate in the councils of nations.
Strengthen the bonds of friendship
and fellowship between all the inhabitants of our land; and grant that we,
dwelling in safety and walking In uprightness, may enjoy the fruits of" our
labor in peace. Amen."
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Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.

First mass

8:30 a. m.; second mass
a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at i p m., in Spanish at
8:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.
,
Sunday school tor Eigllsn speak
ing and Spanish speaking children
very Sunda at 1:30 p. n.

it

10

'Our Own Marathon" Hats Just in

Pastor.

First mass at

6

a

'L
!

.

r.

5EE THOSE NEW ONES AT

'i 2

CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

For only $1 .98

that latest shape .Telescoped High Crown effect with
the same, or a harmoizing colors ef ribbon, Hats that are usually
priced at $3.00.
Prevailing Colors are Gun Metal, Steel, Marine, Black, Brown
and Ivy.
Men's Hats here at from 98c to

the latter price

being

for John

03,49
B.

Stetson No.

1

Quality.

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE

The
Plaza

cfii&cruLcrL
Cuxix J
JC.
rfr"

--

.j

'3SJ

The Unusual Warm Weather for the past month
has left a large stock of NEW Fall Suite and
Overcoats oa our hands.
INCREASE OUR SALES we offer extraordinary values for Saturday and Monday
Fall Suits in the Newest Designs in Cassameres
and Worsteds.
TO

New.
-

Mexico

$15.00 values,

warranted

all wool

and

Hand Tailored.

SOCIETY

Regular services every Sunday morn
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in Carnegie

$18.00,

i

$20.00, $22.50 values,' warranted all wool and

Hand Tailored.
FIRST M. E. CHUKCH Cpr.
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. hi.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:46. Morning wopsalp with sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep-worth League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of wor
ship to attend divine er vices at this
church.
-

it opens wide its doors and bids you
HUBBELL'S BIG VOTE
to the house of our common
welcome
Santa Fe, Oct. 3. Friends of J. LoFather.
renzo Hubbell of Ganado. were ln- The ushers will seat you, the music
formeLJoday h&t the he polled 2,700 will please you, the Gospel will satisfy
votes for United States senator in the
you. and the people are friendly.
Arizona primaries against 619 cast for
Nelson, progressive. The highest vote
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
by a republican was polled by Ralph
Columbia and National avenue.
Cameron for governor, 3,067, his pro
James E. Richard, pastor.
gressive competitor, Mayor George IT.
Hours of service::
Young of Phoenix, polling 702. One
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m,
of the curious features of the Arizona
Sabbath School. 9:30 a. m.
campaign Is that the democrats have
B. Y. P. U.. 6:30 p. m.
declared in their platform for nationIf you are without a church b"n
al equal suffrage and the progressives come! We can help you. .
have come out for statewide and na
If you are looking for church wort
tionwide prohibition.
come! You can help us.

Corno to Our Store
(EL Save Your Dollars I
Suits Pressed for One Year Free

CLOTHING STOR.E

TAICHER-T'- S

lectures on "The Certainty of Prayer." congregation and parish Is urged to
All offerings voluntary and no collec- be present at one of the services of
the Holy communion, 7:30 or 11
tions taken.
o'clock, with this special intention,
for peace.
pray
MEMORIAL
CHURCH,
ST. PAUL'S

-i

US

VEGAS NEW MEXICO

TRANSIT COHPAM'S
REPORT SHOWS GAIN

Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National

TODAY'S FOOTBALL
LAS VEGAS STREET CAR LINE IS
3.
(Fina'ijl
7;
Colgate,
Cornell,
AT A SMALL
OPERATED
Trinity,
Oct. 4, 1914.
(Final): Princeton, 10; Bucknell, 0.
PROFIT LAST YEAR
Sunday School, 9:45.
(Final): Franklin and Marshall, 10;
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Santa Fe, Oct. 3. The annual re--.
Pennsylvania, 0.
0.
Holy Communion and sermon 31.
13;
(Final): Navy,
Georgetown,
port of the Las Vegas Railway and
Ofder of service at 11 o'clock:
(Final): Army, 49; Stevens, 0.
lower Company was filed today witU
Rise
487,
Processional
Hymn
(Second period): Chicago, 7; Indithe state corporation commission an!
Crowned With Light.
ana, 0.
A
flat
in
major.
Kyrie Elelson,
(Second period): Purdue, 21; Wa makes a better showing than doea
that of the Albuquerque Transit com
Glorio Tibl, Chant.
bash, 3.
revenues last year
(Second period):
Hymn 199, O God of Love, O King
Michigan, 41; pany. The total
as
and the operare
$10,162.30
given
0,
of Peace.
Case,
"Second period):
Ohio State, 13; ating expenses as $8,235.45, of which,
Sermon.
$.',298.03 went to ways and struc-tuie- s,
Ohio Wesleyan, 0. '
Anthem, O Lord My God.
$944.64 for equipment, $4,713.03
and
Life
Our
of
UniverLord
496,
Yale,
(Second
7;
period):
Hymn
for power. There were carried last
Cod of Our Salvation
sity of Virginia, 0.
who paid
Second period):
Presentation of Alms, Chant.
10; year 203,067 passengers
Harvard,
M. C, A, College, 0. . and 4,554 deadheads,
the
Y.
passenger
Sursum Corda, Chant, i. . Springfield
j,u
revenue being $9,368.75. The length,
timitA
.tui-ij- j
Sanctus.
Harvard and Yale students will be of the road la 3.7 miles and it has five
Benedictus qui venit.
allowed to make application for four passenger cars. Of the authorized
Agnus Del.
instead of twp seats tor the Yale-Ha- r
Gloria in Excelsis.
capital stock $75,000 has been issued
Recessional Hymn 444 O Saviour, vard games Two seats have been the and of the authorized bonds $75,000
limit for. several years past.
has been issued.
Precious Saviour.
fhls church Is open dally for pri
vate prayer and meditation.
0251
Special Intention at Holy Commun
ion tomorrow Peace.

avenue, East Las Vesas.
Seventeenth Sunday after

;

ST. PAUL'S NOTES
St. Palul's choir will meet for

You Will Find

re

hearsal in church tonight at , 7 : 15
oclock. The work is Important, a
full and prompt attendance is urged.

I

CHRISTIAN TABERNAClleRev.
Hinkey,."of Yale, probably will be
field judge at, the Harvard-Michiga. H. Whistler, Minister. Elghth"street
P ''
and Main avenue, .:'.-- .
game October 31.
,
9:45 a. m. Bible School. '
The Ladles' Guild will meet on
Classes for all ages. Bring your Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock with Mra. D.
T. Hosklns, Columbia avenue and
Bibles;
ADDITIONAL PERSONALS
Communion
and a public Seventh street.
11:00.
service In keeping with the proclama
The Altar Guild will meet Thurs
tion of president Wilson regarding a
Guillermo Garcia, recording clerk day of prayer for peace. In the ab day at 4 o'clock with Miss Audrey
in the county clerk's office, is taking sence of the minister Mr. D. L. Batch Burns, 918 Douglas avenue.
a two weeks' vacation.
elor will have charge of the service,
T. D. McKean and Ell Watkins of and Mr. Scatterday, general secretary
Tomorrow, October 4, the president
Monte Vista, Colo., are in the city for of the local Y. M. C. A. will deliver haa aaeigned for a day of prayer for j
a brief stay.
the addressL There will be good peace. Every loyal citizen will obey
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwlg W. Ilfeld will music. An Invitation is extended to the president's request Every God
leave tomorrow morning by automo everybody to attend this service, fearing man and woman will be atbile for Santa Fe, where they will thereby showing a deep desire that church tomorrow. It Is not a ques-- l
remain for a week.
the greatest war of the a gee, now in tion of palrty nor even of faith, hutj
Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Martin of Anton-- its bloody progress, will speedily come rather of obedient citizenship.
"Let j
chico are In the city on a brief bust to an end.
every soul be subject to the higher!
ness visit
There will be no evening service powers. The powera that be are or
X. G. Bartlett of Chicago la In the on account of the pastor holding serv dained by God." Special service,
:'
ices in Raton.
city for a brief stay. ,p
prayersy Epistle and Gospel appointT. C. de Baca and B. H. 4e Baca of
Prayer, song and lecture service on ed for tomorrow's services.
Santa Fe are registered at a local Wednesday evening. The pastor will
hotel.
begin at this service a, series of short
Every confirmed member of this
n

EAST

CORRECT GARMENTS FOR MEN

;

,

i

to

$12.50

3

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
You can buy

Saturday Specials

excepted.
Second mass 8 am. Sermon in
English. This ts Children's mass but
everybody is welcome, especially the
EngliBh speaking people. Hymns rendered by the children under the direc
tion of the Sisters of Loretto.
Third mass at 10 a, m. Sermon In
Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
At 4 p. m. May devotion and bene
diction of the blessed sacrament
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by
the reverend pastor.

CHURCH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, paator, Doug
las avenue and Tenth street
A STATE SCENARIO
.
Morning worship and sermon at 11
'clock.
A
with
3.
Oct.
scenario
Santa Fe,
Bible study and Sunday school sea
the New Mexico cliff dwellings as the
slon at 9:45 a. m.
background and the cliff dwellers as
Society of Christian Endeavor at
the chief actors, has been written by :30 p. m.
,T
A. Jeancon, organist for the Scot
The church extends a most hearty
tish Rite Masonic reunion, who ar welcome to all people. - Visitors and
in
the
city especially wel
med last evening from Colorado sojourners
comed.
next
be
will
The
given
play
Springs.
week at Manltou, where there is a
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
replica of a New Mexico cliff dwell
Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
motion
company
a
and
picture
ing,
Bible school, 9:45 a, m.
vv 111 film the drama.
Efforts will be
Morning worship, 11 a, m.
made to have the film sent to Santa
Sunday morning a sermon by the
Fe as soon as possible for production
pastor.
a': one of the moving picture houses.
"Jesus As Seen by the Revelation."
The drama Is one of love, adventure
Young
People's meeting, 7 p. m.
.
and intrigue and while archaeological-lyservice, 8 p. m.
Evening
cor
ehtnologically and historically
lecture No. 1.
"Ben
Bur,"
rect to the minutest detail so as to
Wednesday even
meeting,
Prayer
also
be
educational,
distinctly
8
m.
p.
abounds in romance and thrills. Mr. ing,
This church welcomes any who are
Jeancon was for a time secretary of
or
friendless or
the chamber of commerce here and sad, grieved wholonely,
love the Gospel, or
all
hopeless;
of the School of American Archaeology
need a Savior, and to whosoever will,

!

BUYING YOUR

$125,000.00

m. Third Sunday

,

BEFORE

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
and
Surplus
Capital

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- ROWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton,

.

How Fall GhapcG

Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
T

i umm

CRYSTd

the best in all
ll
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Bring1 Your
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To

The Optic Office
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and

Rightly
e

Optic Ptm
Co,
PHONE MAIN 2

IBM

f

"

f

"""S

""""

o
o
o
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POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, ana
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breath
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honev and Tar te our children for
croup and It always acts quickly." O
Q. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
In winning the International league
pennant the Providence team topped
oft a season of fine ball playing with
a classy finish.

me

OPTIC

T5he

o

WWW WWW w

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNER!
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAKDLX1

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

NO.
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night 1
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a

In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
Thursday
month.
each
Ylsltlng dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presibrothers cordially in dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. B. Van C. H. Baily, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.

Neuralgia of the face, shoulder.
bauds, or feet requires a powerful
remedy that will penetrate the flesh.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT pos
sesses that power. Rubbed in where
the pain is felt is all that Is necessary
to relieve suffering and restore nor
OPTIC'S NUMSBR, MAIN L
mal conditions. Price 25c, 50c and RATES rOR CLASSIFIED ,DVER
Sold by Central
$1.00 ner bottle.
TISEMENTS
Drug Co. Adv.
Five cants per line each Insertion,
'Rube Marquard came very near Estimate tlx ordinary word to a Una,
to turning his record of 19 straight No ad to occupy lata space than two
victories upside down by losing that lines
All advertisements
charged
number of games In a row.
will be booked at space actually aet
without resard to number ef wort's.
Stop coughing! you rack the lungs Cash In advlnce preferred.
BALLARD'S
find worry the body.
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irrita
tion, heals the lungs and restores com
fortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c and
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central LOST A gold arrow pin. Return to
Optic
Drug Co. Adv.
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CAR

AND

RESTAURANT

fH BEST

mm
COLUMN

LOBBY

third

OF COLUMBUS, COUNi
KNIGHTS
804. Meets second an
NO.
CIL
NO.
2,
COMMANDERY,
VEGAS
LAS
Gurth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Reg
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
.
,
A
. s
t
uiar conclave nauuu rrtAo- Pioneer building. Visiting member
Ma- - are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
at
mcnth
In
et
dey
Tnmnlfi at 7:30 D. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder,

"iilrj

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
cation first Monday In each

Lost

month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- No,
No.
tary.

0. 0.

I.

Exit Bound
Arrive

I.... 7:20
4. ...11:64
I.... 1:25

p m
a. m..t..
1:25 p. m
Wait Bound

No.
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO, No. 14.

Meets every Monday evening at
on Sixth atseet All visiting
brethren cordially invite to attend
J. Frtedenstlne. N. O.; A, T. Rogers,
V. Q.; T. M. El wood. Secretary; Karl
Werta, Treasurer; C V. Hedgoock,
Cemetery Trustee.

Dear.

p. m

4.

7:41 p. B-11:61 p.
1:81 a b.
1:04 . &

Arrive

their hall

No.
No.
No.
No.

7..T.

1:10 p.
1:35 a.
4:20 p.

V.

4:86

1

a

Depart

m....
in....,
m....

p. m.

1:81

f-

a.
4:84 p
7:44 p.

...

tt
ft
'i
3

p, o. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening ot each
month Elks" home on Nintli street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting, brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

B.

A fine chance for "bunch" players
is found In the fact that a Boston

Wanted

club has never been defeated in any
WANTED
Competent help on tax
series.
mportant
roll work, handy on adding machine
cr tax calculator. State experience
W, T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga,, had
assessor
a severe attack of rheumatism. His also wages desired. Phone
New MexBox
or
3,
Mora,
address
feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
ico.
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly In a bad way when
Making samll towns,
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills. SALESMEN
our fast selling pocket
should
carry
mo
a
He says, "Just few doses made
side line. Special sales plan allowfeel better, and now my pains and
ing return of unsold goods makes
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
quick easy sales. $5 commission on
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
each order. $6. to $15 daily profit
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
for full time. Something new.
Write for outfit today Can field
According to the Giants' line of talk
Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel St., Chicago,' 111.
any team that beats them is lucky,
About time that McGraw and his men
put that old alibi away in moth balls.
post-seaso-

For Rent

KNIGHTd AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vega, M. ML
Meets second and
fourth
evening each
Thursday
month at W. O. V. hall. Visltim
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

TS

This

f

ft

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
--

if you use

EMPRESS

FLOU- P-

'A

Hi

giving you
a present for do-

ing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
learn how Much

7

I

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR

rtdb

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FR0W
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT '3
GENUINE WM
ROGERS tt
SONS' A k
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH.

JONES-BOWER-

w

S

or TUU!

L. O. O. MOOSE

When your food does not digest
FOR RENT Furnished
Bedroom,
well and you feel "blue," tired and
modern. 32S Grand avenue.
use
should
little
a
discouraged, you
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
bowels, purines the system and reMeet in the Forest of Brotherly
511 Ninth street.
stores a fine feeling of health and en
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central FOR RENT Two
light housekeeping and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
Drug Co. Adv.
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
414
rooms.
Seventh street.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoLaemmle,
E. M. (Ted) Lewis, who was
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
member of the Boston National cham
rooms. 721 Fourth.
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
Is now dean of the
pions of 1897-98- ,
Massachusetts Agricultural college at
FOR RENT Six room house on hill,
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Amherst.
lights and bath. Enquire 1034 Fifth
Osteopathic Physician
St.
Office Crockett Building
It Always Does the Work
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
T like Chamberlain's Cough Rem
RENT Nicely furnished house
FOR
Residence Phone Main 384
edy better than any other," writes R,
and
cold
hot
water,
rooms,
keeping
E Roberts, Homer City, Pa. "I have
private family, one block from car
MONUMENT CO
taken it off and on for several years
line, 1103 Lincoln avenue. Phone
and it has never failed to give the de
Albuquerque, N. M.
Main 367.
215 E. Central
sired results." For sale by all deal
13 Years Practical Experience,
ers. Adv.
F.L DORADO HOTEL for rent Furni
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
ture for sale. Enquire at hotel.
For the past two seasons the Win
ston-SaleCarolina league champs,
GEO. H. HUNKER
Class D outfit, has defeated the Vir FOR RENT A suite of rooma for
Attorn
light housekeeping; hot water heat
ginia league (Class C) pennant win
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
East
1034 Eighth street.
Phone Main
ners In
Berios.

SREY (STEALING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ok
tained in thU city bom

t

ALL GROCERS

post-seaso- n

608,
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There Is such ready action in Foley FURNISHED rooms and board, steam
heat, electric light and bath. 1022
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
Fourth street.
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly re IOR SALE Three
grade shorthorn
covering her health and strength, due
bull calves; also five milch cows, at
solely to Foley Kidney Pills," O. G
C, N. Sparks ranch, Rociada, N. M.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Stora

For Sale

Adv.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds
1,000

pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

or More, each dlivery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery.
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Railroad avenue.

miscellaneous

ACCORDION PLEATING Have your
What Would You Do?
There are. many times when one
ruffles pleated
with most
man questions another's actions and
modern macMne. Phone Main 367.
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The ques CHEAP SUGAR to no more. Cheap
tion Is, what w6uld you do right now
honey at your door. Pure strained
if you had a severe cold? Could you
honey, this year's crop, will keep indo better than to take Chamberlain's
definitely. Two 60 lb. cans 310. One
Cough Remedy? It Is highly 'recom
60 lb. can 36. Freight prepaid to
mended by people who have used it
any station on Santa Fe in San Mifor years and know its value. Mrs,
guel county, cash with order. The
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham
editor of this paper guarantees our
berlain's Cough Remedy; is worth its
responsibility. Metcalfe and Parks,
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
Mesilla Park, N. M.
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Harvard and Yale students will be
Dentin
allowed to make application for four
Dental work of any description at
d
Instead of twp seats ftr the
moderate prices
game, Two seats have been the Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
limit for several years past
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
Yale-Harvar-

per
per
per
per
per

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors ot Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which, Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

SALE Williams ranch; two
good houses, six lots; good outbuildings; plows, camping outfit, stones.
623

...........

20c
25c
30c
40c
.50c

AGUAHPURA COMPANY

FOR

The same old stuff. A story is going the rounds to the effect that the
Tigers laid down in the games with
the Red Sox in order that the Sox
might gain on the Athletics.

r

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

iU

IT

ADS

AND
SELL WHAT YOU

DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth mosL
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical lnstru- ments.
t

WANT ADS are inexpensive, g et results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve Months:
McCLURE'S

THE WOMEN'S

THE

MAGAZINE

HOME COMPANION

NATIONAL

SPORTSMAN

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being

bothered by any possible delay

CALL

AT

THE

OFFICE

AND

BY CARRIER

LEAVE

ill

SUBSCRIPTIOt)

BY MAIL

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00

$7.50

$6.00

$6.50
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

BQHT
EAST LAS VEGAS WITNESSES
The Names of East Lat Vegas Persona Familiar to All
Who are the witnesses?
They are EaBt Las Vegas people
Residents of East Las Vegas who
have had kidney backache, kidney ills,
bladder ills; who have used Doan's
Kidney Pills. These witnesses endorse Doan's.
One East Las Vegas resident who
713
p peaks
is Charles O'Malley,
Main, Ave. He says: "Through a
friend's advice I used Doan's Kidney
Pills for pains in my kidneys.- - The
prompt and genuine relief I got,
proved to my satisfaction that the
merit of this remedy is In no way
My experience warrants my holding a high opinion of
Doan's Kidney pills.
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
"
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Mr. O'Malley had. Foster-MilburCo.,
Props.. Buffalo, N. Y.
n

REPORTS

COMPLETE

LOCAL

NEWS

"Mutual Girl," series No.

Theater tonight

33.

OCTOBER

SATURDAY'S

at the

Adv.

OPTIC WILL SUPPLY THE
FANS WITH LIVE BASE, Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
BALL NEWS
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
The Optic Is glad to be able to announce that it will supply the sport
Tonight only "Our Mutual Girl,"
loving public with a complete account series No. 33. Mutual Theater. Adv.
of each game in the world' s chamCutler Brothers' insurance and real
pionship baseball series next week.

THE

The Associated Press, which has fur- estate agency removed to northwest
nished a complete report to this pa- corner of the Plaza in Hotel
Fhone Vegas 38S. Adv.
per for several years, will be on the
job again this year. The games In
detail, play by play, and the box
specials.
Saturday and Monday
scores at the end will constitute the $12.50 to $15 new fall suits for $9.95
report. Reading The Optic will be at Talchert's. Adv.
nearly as good as watching the
$18, $20 $22.50 all wool hand
suits for $14.95, Saturday and
Old Taylor vVhlsitey and Sherwood
only at Talchert's. Adv.
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
The last lecture on Ben Hur will
be given tomorrow night at the First
Baptist church. ThlB lecture is said
to get right to the heart of things. It
Includes the restoration of Ben Hur,
the great chariot race, the coming of
Christ into his ministry, the finding
of Ben Hurs mother and sister, a
glimpse into Ben Hur's home and the
QUINCE,
crucifixion of Christ. The hour is
7:30 o'clock.

DO IT NOW.

Spring Chickens
Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

Fruit and

STORE

STEARNS'

ssm

In Fruits

We Have
Jumbo Bananas

Fancy Germain Prunes
Large Freestone Peaches
Concord Grapes

Pears

Quinces
Oranges
Grapefruit

Mission Grapes
Extra Fancy Apples

IKE Ui3 VI&

THE CASH GROCER

Are you Proud of
your Home?

1
it as comfortable as it should be?
If not we can make it so for you at
a very small expense. A nicely furnished home does not mean a lot of
expense if you buy here.
Brighten up by adding a few new
pieces, perhaps a rug or two, it will
pay you. Our line is new and up to
date at prices you can afford to pay.

Grocer and Baker

PHONE VEGAS

607 SIXTH STREET.
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there is nc economy in

Inferior food materials. In flour

particularly she knows the best
la the cheapest. That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In
takable terms. Order a Back to--
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Quill Flour.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

the Home

01 Tbe

Best

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Hon. A. A. Jones and Hon. Adolph
Hill will address the people on poli
tical issues Monday night, October 5,
at the court house, West side. Everybody is Invited, the ladies especially.
COMMITTEE.
Adv.
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Save Money
On c Heater

Santa Fe, Oct. 3. Jamison and
of Albuquerque todayTeturned for
M.
filing the suit of t Mrs. George
Simmons, administratis cf J. C. Simmons vs. the A. T. and S. F., for $30,-00- 0
damages. The papers had been
sent back by the federal court for propel sisnature. Simmons, who was a
locomotive engineer of a work train,
was killed July 8, 1914, when passenger train No. 2 ran into the work
train at McCarty's west of AlbuquerVi-?- il

1

lock cf Second
Hand

v.

LATE

TO

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

CLASSIFY

WANTED
Girl for general housework at Harvey's Ranch. Address
Box B, City.

FOR SALE

Mare and colt

DONE

II.

S.

$35.

S.

Powers.
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We are the only car load buyers of Heaters and Ranges
Veeas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll not find It hard to be pleased.
OUR EASY TERMS
are the most liberal ever offered. Our service Is prompt and
our treatment most courteous.

Clean

AT OUR SHOP

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

l

!
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iLFFtn
in Hardware and Furniture
Next

LUBVJiG

Ti Everything
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TOO BAD!
of our
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You

sel:
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last shipment.

We have ordered another car load
of

these famous little cars to

be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY

this time.

or Dye
your old

In
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LET OS

need-

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

PIANIST wants work, dance hall or
theater; Bight reader. George Bow-leBelvedere Hotel, Denver, Colo.

FOR SALE Well bred pigs.
Maurice, Sapello, N. M.

Heaters

i As Well as New.
7 J. C. Jobnsen 6 Son

.

ALL WORK
TOO

a targe

life have

TOURNAMENT

Santa Fe, Oct. 3. Not only will the
Thirteenth cavalry take part in the
military tournament at Columbus In
Luna county, but officers of the
Twelfth from Nogales and from the
Fifteenth cavalry at Maria, will participate. A number of thoroughbred
horses have been entered for the races by these officers. At the field day
exercises this week, the half mile
dash for cavalry horses was won by
Lieutenant John T. Donnelly, who rode
Charles Rothschild, Lieutenant E. L.
Canady finishing second on Royal
River. The steeplechase was won by
Ctrporal Dunn in a driving finish.
Quartermaster Fody won the high
e
Jump. Private Britcher won the
race and Lieutenant Canady tbe
high jump with the horse Prince. Tho
refceue race was won by Corporal
Madigan. The first squadron won the
baseball game from the third by a
Bcore of 4 to 3.
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Garments.

W CAN

PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

S

"SEE US"

It

l

Suit for $3,000 damages was filed
by Harry E. Dngan against the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, because
his wife, Lorena Dugan, caught cold
on January 4, 1914, while riding on
a train between Harrington and Kan-sa- i
City, that was not heated.
MILITARY

"

Z

que.

301

Will soon be here so
get ready for him.

Try a Loaf of Our

STORE

e3

SUIT

a

Tho Best Bakery Goods In tho
City

&

DAMAGE

FOR RENT Nicely furnished steam
has signed to box
heated room, 924 Seventh, Phone
In Australia.
The
NOTICt
' Main 333.
will get $6,000, or
No shooting, hunting or fishing alper cent of the re lowed on what is known as the A. G.
Green lake and ranch, north of the FOR SALE A. E. Dornian has a
bargain in a piano. If you wish to
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
talk with him about it, phone him
to extent of law. ,
at Y. M. C. A or drop him a line
Carriage out Saturday moraine.
A. G. GREEN,
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
and he will call to see you.
. Mrs. P.
NISSON,

Everyting Eatable

Puritan
Cream
Brand
MWB CO.

At noon today, when the lists for
the "better babies" contest were suspended, 68 babies had been entered.
Tbe contest will begin on Monday
morning at 9 o'clock, and though it
had been planned to have the examinations continue over Tuesday only,
the large number of little tots to he
passed on probably will carry over
the labors of the physicians well into
Wednesday. It will be several days
after the fair before the committee
will be In a position to announce the
winners and award the prizes.
The fair association today appointed the following committees, which
will have full charge of the work asand
signed to their departments,
which are expected to be at the armory Monday morning to receive exhibits:
Poultry Z. W. Montague, C. W.
Vrtener and T. A. Akers.
Women's Work Mrs. Charles A.
Spiess, Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mrs.
Charles O'Malley, and Mrs. Jefrerson
Reynolds.

BIG

Young Shugrue
three more bouts
Jersey lightweight
the privilege of 25
ceipts.

if
Of

FOR THE Y. H. C. A.

COMMITTEES

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.

S. Federal Reserve Bank

Member

DIRECTOR

Since

Gash or Credit

N
.

ESTABLISHED 1876

tomorrow afternoon at 2 ALBERT DOWDEN, A MAN OF EXPERIENCE, TO HAVE CHARGE
o'clock in the Sunday school room of
the Presbyterian church on Douglas
OF THE GYMNASIUM
'
avenue.
The Y. M. C. A. has secured the
Regular Christian Science service services of Albert, W. Dowden of
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock In the North Bend, Neb., as physical director
Mr.
Carnegie library. Subject of the Bible and assistant to the secretary.
Dowden is a graduate of Bellevue collesson, "Unreality."
lege and has been connected with
The board of county commissioners the association in Omaha, as well as
The physical director and coach at the
will be in session on Monday.
beard had hoped to be able to make high echool at Travers City, Mich.
the tax levy for the coming fiscal He comes to Las Vegas with' the highyear, but as the tax rolls have not est of recommendations.
Mr. Dowden, who arrived
been returned by the state board of
today,
equalization, and the raises authoriz will begin the organization of gymed by the board on grazing lands and nasium classes at once, and the physmerchandise cannot be extended on ical department, which has not been
the rolls until the assessor has pos- particularly active of late, will again
session of the books, the board will be a real factor of the association
be tied up in its work so far as the work. It is the plan of the associalevy is concerned for probably anoth- tion to maintain as many and as
varied classes as there is a demand
er month.
for, and the littlest of the juniors will
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com- receive the best of the director's skill
pany held its regular monthly meeting no less than the business men.
last night at the fire house. The
chief and his assistants were instructed to see that the new team Is prop SIXTY-EIGH- T
BABIES
erly broken. The driver of the sprink
ling wagon was told to help on with
ENTERED IN CONTEST
the sprinkling of the streets, even on
the East side, so far as he Is able.
After the business meeting adjourned
AT NOON TODAY;
tho members were served a luncheon LISTS CLOSED
MORE
APPOINTS
BOARD
FAIR
by friends of the company.
It has been announced offi
cially that the board of commission-er- a
of Guadalupe county will not he
able to build the proposed new bridge
at Antonchico this year because of
the law limiting appropriations, it Is
suggested by a large number of San
Miguel county people that the com
missioners let the contract early In
1915 so that the bridge may be competed at an early date. Guadalune
county has the money and Is anxious
to build the bridge, which Is
badly
needed, and doubtless the structure
will be ordered erected next
year. The
San Miguel county road commission
has begun work on the road from
lu re to Antonchico and will
put it in
first class condition.

Santa Fe, Oct. 3. Military authorities have been informed that the maneuvers at Fort Bliss on October 1
may involve 35,000 men and are to
be of great tactical Importance. There
are about 4,000 men at the fort now.
General T. H. Bliss, recently in Sau:a
Fe. will make a tactical inspection,
and General John J. Pershing is to
be in direct command.

vative Bank.

services

SUPPLY WONT LAST LONG.

DRILL

35,000 SOLDIERS

TROUBLE

IN

Santa Fe, Oct. 3 Local pugs have
received word that Kid Lee, the prize
01VE ENTERTAINMENT fgihter, has been held in $5,000 bail
at Mogollon to answer before the
grand jury the charge that he fired
WILL EARN MONEY TO TAKE THE five bullets at a Spanish American to
work an old grudge out of his system.
GLEE CLUB TO TEACHERS'
Kid Lee surrendered voluntarily to
MEETING
Deputy Sheriff Tom Moore of SocorMrs. Charles L. Kohn, director of ro county.
music in the public schools of East
Las Vegas, is preparing an entertainment to be participated in by the
A
school children and the girls of the
school
Duncan
club
at
the
High
glee
opera house on November 4. The concert is planned as a means for raising funds to defray the expenses of
the glee club on a trip1 to Albuquerque
during the meeting of the teachers'
association in November.
As there is no portion of the school
appropriation that can be used for
the trip of the club, Mrs. Kohn has
undertaken to put on this splendid
entertainment, and all the school children in the city will help in the ticket
selling campaign.
The program, is to be divided Into
In tho first the small
three part
children, in the grades one to four,
will be heard in folk songs, choruses
and games. In the second part the
pupils of the grades four to eight,
will sing a short operetta entitled
U.
"While Mortals Sle p." In the third
event on the program the girls of the
glee club will sing an orotorlo, new
to Las "Vegas, "Legend of Bregenz."- -

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

JOHN H. YORK

PHYSICAL

PUGILIST

TO

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

Vegetables
of ail kinds

Rev. P. Kretzschmar of Optimo, N.
M., will conduct
English Lutheran

Don't Wa.it.

CHILDREN

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

Concord Grapes
Mission Grapes

Preserve

PEARS,
PLUMS.

3, 1914.

SCHOOL

ON WORLD'S SERIES
Mutual

SATURDAY,

Agents for Tho Ford
nam viiuuT
r
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